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Today’s business landscape is witnessing a 
surge in technology-led innovation propelled by 
ubiquitous connectivity, cloud-based 
infrastructure and big data analytics. Such 
innovations threaten to render many of today’s 
businesses’ value chains and cost models 
obsolete, transforming many businesses into 
both risks as well as opportunities.

Our team of professionals is committed to 
assist our client in assessing reviewing and 
strategizing their business requirement in order 
to protect their intellectual properties and 
remain relevant in today’s markets. We also 
assist clients in formulating their business 
ideas into fruition and thus transforming their 
opportunities into realities.

Besides consultancy services, our 
restructuring service team provides advisory, 
business turnaround, investigation and 
insolvency services to under-performing and 
financially distressed businesses by offering 
them a range of alternative solutions to assist 
them in resolving their temporary financial 
setbacks and situations. Such solutions have 
benefited the business stakeholders and 
creditors. Our advisory team is equipped with 
the relevant experience to assist business in 
determining the cause of their 
under-performance and to work with them to 
identify the best strategy for business recovery. 
We do so by developing and implementing 
operational restructuring solutions to preserve 
the value and, ultimately viability of the 
business.

Our Advisory Services include:   
• Strategic Analysis
• Merger, Acquisition and Divestment Advisory
• Business Research, Development and 

Placement
• Financial Review
• Internal Audit and Internal Control Services
• Franchise Development
• Trust Administration and Fiduciary Services
• Capital Raising and Finance
• Forensic and Litigation Support
• Corporate Risk Advisory
• Pre-IPO Advisory
• Share Valuation
• Due Diligence 
• Private Equity Consulting    

       

Our Corporate Recovery and Insolvency Services 
include: 
• Formal Insolvency Appointments (Liquidation, 

Receivership & Judicial Management) 
• Informal Work-outs
• Corporate Reorganisations and Debt 

Restructuring
• Scheme of Arrangement
• Monitoring Accountants
• Trustees / Nominees in Bankruptcy

“ Real consulting is not 
about leadership, 
vision or initiating 
change. It is about 
helping people to 
manage effectively
and efficiently by 
organizing activities 
through rational 
bureaucratic routines.”
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